2020 FERRARI 488 Pista Piloti
Blu Tour de France with Nero / Tricolore Tech Fabric
£SOLD
Mileage

67 miles

Engine Capacity

3902cc

Body Style

Coupe

Fuel

Petrol

Transmission

Semi-automatic

Chassis No.

252813

In celebration of Ferrari’s triumph in the FIA 2017 World Endurance Championship (WEC) Ferrari unveiled the Ferrari 488
Pista Piloti on the eve of the 2018 Le Mans 24-hour race. The cars conception and design derives from the renowned
Maranelloâ€™s in-house tailor-made programme where these limited produced, very special road car models would only be
made available to those drivers who competed in one of the official Ferrari organised Motorsport programmes.
The â€˜Pilotiâ€™ was available in 1 of only 4 colour variants, its exterior includes a livery resembling an Italian flag together
with white racing stripes running the length of the car, in conjunction with two smaller stripes of green and red and additional
Italian flag motifs lining the bottom edges, each example also features a laurel wreath marking the seasons win and finally the
drivers race number whom the car was supplied to. The Piloti boasts additional revisions from the Pista including carbon fibre
front S-duct vent surrounds and rear wing whilst the interior is adorned with perforated seats with faded Italian flag graphics
finished in Alcantara which are also applied to the cars paddle shifts and floor mats, each car was also fitted with its own
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unique identification plate further enhancing the uniqueness of these tailor-made models.
A UK supplied, delivery mileage example (67 miles) that benefits from a huge specification that includes; carbon fibre racing
seats (Large), seat stitching in Rosso, racing seat lifter, 4 point safety harness, Alcantara seat centres in Nero, Cavallino
stitching to headrests in Rosso, steering wheel in leather and Alcantara, drivers racing number 25 to steering wheel, Italian
dreamline to F1 paddles,Â dashboard detail in Rosso, carbon fibre matt finish to centre console, carbon fibre matt finish air
vents, carbon fibre matt finish to instrument cluster, carbon fibre under-door cover, High power Hi-Fi system, Apple Carplay,
radio navigation & Bluetooth, Electrochromatic interior mirrors, white rev counter, advanced front lighting system, suspension
lift, heat insulated windscreen, rear parking camera, rear parking sensors, Handly fire extinguisher, floor mats in black
technical fabric piped in Alcantara with Italian flag, dedication plate in carbon, carbon fibre wheel rims, carbon fibre sill kick
plate with tailor made badge, carbon fibre front diffuser, carbon fibre side skirts, carbon fibre rear spoiler, carbon fibre rear
diffuser, carbon fibre engine cover, carbon fibre rear vents, carbon fibre luggage bay trim, titaniumÂ exhausts, Tricolore
racing stripe and lower trim, WEC logos to front bonnet and front bumper, drivers racing number 25 to door, Rosso brake
callipers, Scuderia shields to front wings,Â ElectrochromaticÂ exterior mirrors, GTech paint protection (PP),Â Ultimate Plus
paint protection film (PPF) and Navtrak tracking device.
Our car also comes complete with its original books including the service/warranty supplement, spare key, Ferrari battery
conditioner, Ferrari car cover and history file.
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